



Life is better together
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Dear team,
These are special times and by now we have all been working from home for a while. We want to let you 
know that, although we may not be physically together, we are always here for each other and for our 
families. While honoring social distance, we will go through this together!

We realize each home has its challenges, it’s stories, it’s silver linings. We are making adjustments and juggle 
our work/life in different ways: taking care and teaching our kids, taking care of others, adjusting family 
schedules, work spaces and work/life rhythms, etc., while continuing to deliver amazing impact to our 
customers and partners. We do not take any of this for granted.

So therefore this card, to let you know that we are thinking of you and that we are proud of you, 
embracing this quarantine challenge with courage and energy. To keep the positive energy flowing we 
thought of sharing this Quarantine Stamp Card. This Stamp Card has a lot of activities which we hope will 
help make working from home a bit more fun and keep your mojo flowing.

The rules are as follows: you will have the whole quarantine period to execute all activities. To follow how 
you and your fellow Microsofties run the activities, the purpose is to share an accomplished assignment on 
Yammer Microsoft NL Goes Virtual. The colleague who is the first to fill his/her Stamp Card (proven track 
record on Yammer!) will be rewarded with a suitable surprise!

We count the days until we can see each other live again at our Customer Hub, Schiphol, but for now, good 
luck at home and enjoy some time to refresh!

Bart, Emily, Ernst, Gustavo, Judith, Michel, Rawan, Rene, Ron & Surya.
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https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.yammer.com%2Fmicrosoft.com%2F%23%2Fthreads%2FinGroup%3Ftype%3Din_group%26feedId%3D17249443840&data=02%7C01%7Cevevre%40microsoft.com%7C488390c54a5748cf8cb708d7dba274f8%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C637219363102666837&sdata=%2FE6y%2BRPgTk0iS0CwzU4FItqkDbC0mmlDRX1Tj4ss%2BNU%3D&reserved=0



Share a ‘funny’ photo 
of you multitasking 
in quarantine crisis

Give a compliment to 
a Microsoftie today

What skills are you 
working on?

Share a prank Microsoft is cooking! 
Share your quarantine 

recipe

What unknown talent 
have you discovered?

Share what music 
gives you energy

Share your #WFH 
LinkedIn post on 

Yammer

Do not talk about 
Corona for one day

Read a book or article 
and share (at least) 

1 learning

Allow yourself a little 
melt-down of #WFH

Drink a virtual coffee 
with a Microsoftie 

who you don’t do a 
project with

Do a stairs workout – 
run 10 times up and 

down

No stairs workout? – 
do an arm workout 

with 2 bottles of water

Send someone a 
‘physical’ 

(no virtual!) card

Share your best Teams 
screen (if you have 

snap camera already!)

Build the highest 
tower of toilet paper

Do the shopping in 
the supermarket for 

someone else

Post your best
practice #WFH others 

can learn from

Share a photo of you 
multitasking: working, 

teaching kids etc.

Did you donate any 
laptops/devices yet? 

#allemaaldigitaal

Cut someones hair? 
Share the result of 

your talent!

Changing into a more 
comfortable look while 
#WFH? (beard or wea-
ring slippers)? Show it!

Show which MS 
training you are 

working on

Quarantine stamp card

Share on Yammer!
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https://www.yammer.com/microsoft.com/#/threads/inGroup?type=in_group&feedId=17249443840
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